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Multibody dynamic formulations are the basis for the most efficient computational techniques that deal with 
large overall motion being able to handle intricate models that include a large number of mechanical and struc-
tural components exhibiting complex interactions. Formulations based on nonlinear finite element methods 
provide the most powerful and versatile procedures to describe the flexibility of the system components and 
some of their interactions.  It is no surprise that many of the most recent formulations on flexible multibody dy-
namics and on finite element methods with large rotations share some common features that are of fundamen-
tal importance to the design requirements of advanced mechanical and structural systems and to the real-time 
simulation of complex systems [1]. Currently, multipurpose design and analysis software packages exploit the 
ease of use of the powerful computational resources available today to create virtual prototyping environments 
[2,3]. These packages share common geometric modelling features with more or less intuitive interfaces to 
transcribe them into multibody or finite element models to allow studying systems, such as vehicles, deploy-
able structures, space satellites, machines operating at high speeds or robot manipulators, which undergo large 
rigid body motion while their components experience material or geometric nonlinear deformations. 

In multibody dynamics methods body fixed coordinate frames are generally adopted to position each one of 
the system components and allow for the definition of the kinematic constraints that represent the restric-
tions on the relative motion between bodies [4]. The generalized deformations of the system components are 
described with reference to the body-fixed coordinate system leading to a formulation that effectively couples 
the large gross motion with the deformations of the system components. The introduction of the reference 
conditions, expressed in terms of fixed nodal coordinates, mean axis or principal axis conditions, ensure the 
uniqueness of the displacement fields. The flexible multibody formulation is then specialized for large non-
linear geometric and material deformations and for linear elastic cases. In the case of linear deformations the 
number of generalized coordinates required to describe the flexible body is reduced using either component 
mode synthesis, substructuring or the Craig-Bampton method [5].  

Due to the ease of their computational implementation, their physical meaning and the wide spread knowledge 
of their features all the formalisms presented here are based on the use of Cartesian coordinates.  However, it 
must be noted that the same formulations can also be developed with any other type of coordinates. The equa-
tions of motion of the multibody systems are obtained using the Euler-Lagrange equations and the principle of 
virtual works [6].  To kinematic constraints that restrict the relative motion between the different components 
of the system are added to the equilibrium equations by using Lagrange multipliers. Special forms for the 
description of the kinematic constraints for flexible multibody systems that take advantage of the kinematic 
restrictions between rigid bodies, eventually involving mechanical joints with clearances and bushings, are 
presented [7,8].

The rigid and flexible multibody dynamics methods presented here are demonstrated in the framework of dif-
ferent applications in biomechanics of the human motion, automotive vehicles dynamics and space satellites 
[9-11]. The importance of the inertia coupling between the gross motion and the system deformations is first 
discussed by showing how it affects the comfort and the maneuverability of automotive vehicles and the un-
folding feasibility of space satellites. Using applications to satellite deployment and to the control of spacecrafts 
the modelling of flexible multibody systems with passive and smart composite materials is demonstrated [12]. 

Due to their importance in practical applications, a method based on the use of co-simulation approaches to 
handle the interaction between multibody and finite element models, analyzed and simulated in separate soft-
ware packages, is presented. The role of the contact mechanics and the coordination between the integration 
methods used is addressed in order to achieve a robust and efficient co-simulation process. Applications to 
pantograph-catenary or vehicle-infrastructure interaction, in railway dynamics, occupant-structure interaction, 
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for automotive crashworthiness, and structure-fluid interaction, for wind power-generators, are used to dem-
onstrate the methods and practical needs for the co-simulation of different software and models [13-15]. 
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